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Absfract 

Problems of using of biperiodic U-structures in 
industry and medicine electron LINACs in order to 
decrease breakdown possibility. to increase acceleration 
rate and to increase beam current are considered. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Compact linear electron accelerators are used now 
in various industry and medicine fields, for example, 
radiation control of industrial goods, industrial 
tomography, semiconductor wares manufacture, 
radiation an,aIysis, therapy and stcrihzation. In spite of 
application of LINACs in various ticlds of industry and 
medicine the LINACs elaborators aspire to unification 
and optimization of parameters and manufactoring 
technology of accelerating systems. The main 
requirements presented to accelerating system of 
LINAC are: high efficiency, high operation reliability, 
low dimensions, simple manufacturing technology, low 
manufacturing cost. 

2. U-STRUCTURES TYF’ES 

The term “U-structure” is introduced in this paper in 
accordance with axis crossection form of accelerating 
cell analogously to n-structure. 

2. I. Vaguine Structure 

The known U-structure is double biperiodic side 
coupled structure, consisting of two substructures, 
suggested by V.Vaguine [l]. The accelerating cells of 
length p&/4, where /3, - relative electron velocity and 
2 - wave length, belong in turn to 
first and second substructures. The structure is feeded 
trough two waveguides with 90° phase shift from 3 dB 
waveguide hybrid junction. U-structures parameters in 
comparing with on-axis biperiodic R-structure are 
presented for operating frequency f =2.45 GHz in 
Table 1, where ZT 2 - shunt impedance, k - 
over-strength coefficient? D - structure diameter, kc - 
coupling coefficient, j5 - accelerating system length. 

Afo = &f p,n 
4(2/a -2‘) ?a = L 

Table 1 
The accelerating structures pmamctcrs 

(1) 

Structure ZTz, k D, 
type MOhm/m mm Af $2 

2.2. RING-2 Structure 

The RING-2 structure is shown on Fig.1 and 
consists of the ring chain of the odd number of coupled 
accelerating cells of length p&4 and prismatic 
resonator coupled with first and last accelerating cells. 
The feeding of structure is analogous to the Vaguine 
structure one. The microwave power induces the n/2- 
mode through waveguide 1 moreover accelerating fields 
are equal to the nominal value in odd cells and to 0 in 
the rest of cells. The microwave power induces the n/2- 
mode too through waveguide 2. but the fields are equal 
to 0 in odd cells and to the nominal value in the rest of 
cells. 

Vaguine and Ring-2 structures have equal values of 
ZT 2 and k. But the RING-2 structure is more simple 
for manufacturing and cheap, its diameter is 2 times 
lesser. 

2.3. On-axis Coupled CT-structure 

On-axis coupled U-stricture is shown on Fig.2. The 
traditional on-axis coupled !&structure has the 
accelerating gap length, according to maximum ZT 2. 
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On-axis coupled LJ-structure has 10% lesser ZT 2 and 
2.6 times lesser k. 

Figure 1. RING-2 structure. 

Figure 2. On-a%s coupled U-structure, 

2.4. Dispersion Dependencies 

The analysis of equivalent circuits 

structures allows to get the expression 
frequencies: 

fnJ.2 
fi = Jm- 

of these three 

for Oj -modes 

c.2) 

where fn;2 - z/2-mode frequency, i=O, 1, 2, . . . 

Vaguine? RING-2 and on-axis coupled structures 
have following intcrnaI modes respectively: 

. 
q =L 

N -2’ 
oj =~ oi;~~--. (3) 

N +I’ 2tN I‘) 
where N - the number of accelerating cells. Calculated 

frequency differences Afn 2 of n/2 ;rnd w,xrest t11oc1w 

arc presented in Table 1, which for KING2 struct WC is 
approximately 2 times grcatel then for Vaguine 01 

traditional biperiodic structure at equal accclerat ing 
system length. 

3. i2- AND U-STRUCTURES 
POSSIBTLITIES 

3. I. Traditional R-structure 

The choice of main parameters of the accekmtinp 
system may bc illustrated by example of 8 MeV 
compact electron LINAC for medicine units 

sterilization. Known formulas adduced below allow to 
determine these parameters [ 2 I: 
. maximum accelerated electron energy 

W =&[d+ - IZT2L] (4) 

where P - input microwave power, I - pulse 
accelerated electron beam; 

. coupling coefficient of feeding wavcguide with 
accelerating system 

p = i/2 f J@jG 
t 

J2,i = IJzTz;ip (5~ 

. maxinium electric field 011 the accekrating system 

surface E, = kE, 
Beam dynamic calculations and beam energy 

spectrum measurements show that the average beam 
energy is equal approximately to 75% of maximum 
energy. 

Let us assume, that I = 0.25 A, f = 2.45 GHz, ZT 
2=70 MOhm/m, k-4.4 and consider the version of 
traditional on-axis coupled &structure accelerating 
system with following electron beam parameters: W= 12 
MeV, 1=0.25 A. The dependence of W(L), calculated 
by (4) (curve 1 on F&.3), is sharp at low L and gently 
sloping at high L. Beginning with some value L, the 
increasing of L does not result in the essential 
increasing of P! Let us choice P and L so that the 
needed value W is equal for example to 85% of 
maximum energy of curve 1 of Fig.3. P =5 MW and 
Lz1.04 m in this case. Experimental investigations and 
feedback generation standing wave LILAC operation 
experience show that the stable operation is guaranteed 
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if /? is not more then 2.5-3.0 and tnaxitnum electric 
field Es, on the accelerating system surface at I=0 is 
not more then 800-900 kV/cm [Z]. The calculated 
parameters of nccclcrating system arc presented in Table 
2 (version 1 ). 

3.2. Breakdown free operation 

The using of the u-structure in above accelerating 
system results in dect-casing of maximum electric field 
in accelerating system to E, =I90 kV/cm and E,, 
-270 kVjcm (version No.2 in Table 2). This provides 
more reliability operation of the accelerator. Let us note 
that the using of the U-structure with greater or lesser 
ZT 2 (Table 1) results in 2.8% difTercnce of W. 
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Figure 3. Dependences W(L). 

Table 2. 
The parameters of accelerating systems versions 

3.3. High acceleration rate 

Let suppose that the accclcrating system length at 
constant beam parameters must be decreased. The using 
of U-structure allows to dccrense hlgth to 0.33 nl iIt 

greater power P =8 MW and lesser Es (version No.3 in 
Table 2j. The maximum acceleration rate is needed, fol 
example, for therapy accelerator without bending 
magnet. 

The increasing of power to 24 MW in the U- 
structure of primary length L =1.04 m results in the 
increasing of energy to 34 McV at constant E, (vctsion 
No.4 in Table 2). 

3.4. High beam current 

Let suppose that it is needed to increase the beam 
current to 0.5 A at fixed energy. It may be made by two 
ways. Firstly, the input power P may be increased at 
the accelerating system length L=1.04. The needed 
energy W=12 MeV is reached at power PS MW. The 
cme 2 of Fig.3 corresponds to dependence W(L) at 
e 8 MW and 1=0.5 A. The accelerating system 
parameters for this case are presented in Table 2 
(version No.5). The coupling coefficient p has 
undesirable value. Secondary, we may increase the 
power some more, for example, to 9 MW. The 
dependence W(L) for this case is shown on Fig.3 
(curve 3). The needed energy w=12 MeV is reached at 
the lesser accelerating system length L-.67 m. The 
using of U-structure in this case allows to guarantee the 
permissible value of /? and breakdown free operation of 
accelerating system. The parameters of this version are 
presented in Table 2 (version No.6). 

4. CONCLUSION 

The carried investigation shows that it is effective to 
use the biperiodic I-J-structures in industry and 
medicine electron LINACs. It allows to decrease 2.6- 
2.7 times maximum electric field in accelerating system 
and thus to decrease the breakdown possibility, or to 
increase 2.6-2.7 times maximum acceleration rate, or to 
increase the beam current. 
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